CIVIL ENGINEERING

1ST SEMESTER 17 Cred.
CHEM 110 → CHEM 111 → E MCH 211 → E MCH 212 → C E 360 → C E 370 → C E 3XX/4XX

2ND SEMESTER 16.5 Cred.
MATH 140 → MATH 141 → MATH 251 → E MCH 213 → C E 310 → C E 336 → C E 321 → C E 4XXXW Capstone Design

3RD SEMESTER 17 Cred.
EDSGN 100 → PHYS 211 → PHYS 212 → MATH 220 → C E 335 → C E 337 → C E 3XX/4XX → E E 212 or E E 211

4TH SEMESTER 16 Cred.
SEMINAR → ENGL 015 → GEOSC 1 → CMPSC 200 or 201 or 202 → C E 337 → C E 3XX/4XX → Technical Elective

5TH SEMESTER 16.5 Cred.
ECON 102 or 104 → AHS → CAS 100 → I E 424 or STAT 401 → C E 332 → ENGL 202 C → AHS

6TH SEMESTER 16.5 Cred.
AHS → GHA → AHS → GHA

7TH SEMESTER 15 Cred.
MATH 230 is Prerequisite or Concurrent

8TH SEMESTER 15 Cred.
MATH 140 → MATH 141 → MATH 251 → E MCH 213 → C E 310 → C E 336 → C E 321 → C E 4XXXW Capstone Design

Choose One
M E 201 → Technical Elective
CH E 220* → Technical Elective

* MATH 230 is Prerequisite or Concurrent
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